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OPERATIONS COORDINATING B01\RD
Washington 25~ D. C.

November 23. 1955
REFORT TO THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

PURSUANT TO NSC ACTION 1290-4

I. THE PROBLd.'-i

1. World Comrouniso usually prefers to expand by means other
than direct military aggression, ranging from nild propaganda on up to
armed insurrection. NSC 5501 (para. 37) states that it is in the U.S.
interest to assist countries vulnerable to cOrnLlunistsubversion to
develop adequate internal security forces. Many countries threatened
vii th comnurd st subversion have neither the knowledge, training nor
Deans to defend themselves successfully from it. In NSC Action
l290~, the NSC requested the OCB "to present to the Council a report
on the status and adequacy of the current program to develop con-
stabulary forces to maintain internal security and to destroy the
effectiveness of the communist apparatus in the free world countries
vulnerable to comnunist subversion." As interpreted and developed by
the OCB; the problem Lnvo Ived an assessment o~ tho capability of
intornal security forces to counter subversion and para-Military opera-
tions; an examination of tho adequacy of U.S. prograns to strengthon
this capability, consideration of agency responsibility for such U.S.
prograUls, and an examinati0n of any economies which nieht be effected
in existing programs by developing internal secn:dty forces. The
overall intent was to formulate a conce~t which would provide guidance
in implemenUng the policy to assist such ff)rces.

2. The v.;llidityof NSC Action 1290-£ lies in its positive
approach to iTIproving internal security forces and this study is
directed tovm.rd deV"elopin&;ways of accomplishing this objective.
AlthOUGh it became aprarent during the course cf the study that there
are countries, even amon£; those in pr-oxmu t;y to tho Sc.viot Union and
China, which h:lvG arIiledforces in excess of those required to maintain
internal security, adjustments and reductions to U.S. military
assistance progra~s are depenc8nt upon Dany f:lctnrs other than internal
securi ty. The det.ercrinatd.on as to whether such ac:.justncntsand reduc-
tions can be made requires an appraisal of the overall poli tico-
miU tary situation which is beyond the terns of reforence of this study.
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II. DEVELOW.ENTOF THE--1].OBLEM

3. Tr~s study is based on an analysis of eiEhteen (18) c8untries
which were selected followine a review of forty-four (44) countries.
The countries studied are:

F'1r East and
SE Asia

Burma
Car.:tbodia
Free Vietnn..m
In~onesia
Korea
Laos
Philippines
Thailand

Near and
W~(\UG East

Western
Hemsphere

Afghanistan
Greece
Iran
Iraq
Pakistan
S;','Tin.

Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Guatomala

4. Upon initiation of the study , it be cane clear that U.S. assist-
ance tc countries threatened by comnuni st subversion was a br-oader
TIG.tter than sisply constabulary forces ane could 10[.ically enbrace
the entire spe ct.run of human endeavor. For purposes sf this pr')ject 1

howevcr-, the study was l)riDc.ril~r focused en tho fiolc_s of pr-Lnar-y
internal securi t;,r f'or cos , military forces, lccislati vc and juric.ical
procedures and public suppor-t, fer internal secur-i ty prccrcr:ls. Hilitary
forces were exonined only on the basis ')f those which are required for
naintainine int~rnal security.

5. In each of the eichtcen count.rLes , the nature of the irn::te(~iate
and shor-t=range threats w::tsde f'Lnod , the existinc internal security
forces were evaluated in li~ht of the threat, current U.S. progr&:lS
were inventoried and the political feasibility of U.S. assistance was
une.Iyzed , Based on these considerations and in the lieht of connerrts
r-cced, ved fr-eta the country t.oans , cour-ses of actd.ori were r-ocormondod
in each NSC1290-£1 country roport for inplementation by the r-esponai.b.Le
U.S. aeency, provid.ine Cl)st estiTJates and. tining data.

6. As they were conpl.et.ed , tho individual NSCActdon l290-d ccuri-
try reports wore subnitted to the OCBwhich notod nost roports,
doferring final action pending cOflrlotion of all tho country studios
and this final rcpor t , Deferral of final a.ction on the reports was
not Lrrt.endo-? to deLay ~TIstinF ~~rocrans, and , in SOEe insta.nces, the
OCBa[reed to under-take iIDrlediately selected new rr'J[ra.ns.

7. For a Dore detailed state~ent of the principles aQi rrocedures
used in making this study and the specific action t.akcn by the OCB1.1ith
regard to the initial submission of tho country s tudf.es , see /mnex A.
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III. SUl'iJI.'f,ARYOF COUNTRY STUDIES

A. Synopsis of Individual Country Analvses

8. In the Far East and South8ast Asia area, substantial communist
capabilities for polit~car-ac:hon are currently compleI!'.entedby indigenous
para-military assets in every country examined except Thailand and Kore~.
Southeast Asia is under greatest and most immediate threat. The fear of
Communist China promotes defeatism and the surrender of North Vietnam has
aided the communists. Moreover, the loss of anyone country would have
Immed.iat,e impact upon the others. Supplementing the negative factor of
fear i~ the positive attraction of a COmEunist China which has emerged
as the leading political and military power of Asia and the self-appointed
"champion of the Asian peoples." The security of Fre!L.Yiet.nam and k9Ji
is directly threatened by communist subversion, while ~£~ is insensi-
tive to the threat at its doorstep. Indonesia, politically immature and
officially neutral, permits full freedom to a strong and active communist
party. While the results of the recent elections are interpreted as
indicating widesrread popular sup,ort for President Hagsaysay and his
anti-communist and pro-U.S. position, the situation in 1']1.§ Philinpines
could deteriorate rapidly if events occasioned a public loss o'f confidence,
particularly among the rural population, in the ability of the Magsaysay
Government to improve the general situation and to contain the Huk move-
ment. In Thailar.9 internal communist pressures are small and do not seem
to justify any further emphasis on expansion of internal security forces.
Burma, while cognizant of the dangerous commu-~st threat, allows its fear
of Communist China to temper antd=communfs t security me asur-es., E~ has
emerged from the communist invasion and guerrilla operations with a rigid
anti-communist attitude and with a vigilant, repressive internal security
system which has eliminated all but very limited clandestine COIDIT!unist
operations.

9. .J.!Li.heNeAr m....l1j.,.ddl,eE.~st, of the countries studied, the most
vulnerable to the estublisruuent of comrliunist control are Svria and
Af~hanis~n; the latter1s long co~mon frontier with the Soviet Union
exposes it to Soviet ec onomi,c and political penetration. In t:psLFa~i§.t~:u
there is a strong threat of communist subversion \o/hilein ~L~.i~ it
is less pronounced. The division of the country complicates the internal
security problems of the Central Government. ~,having only recently
survived a communist attempt to take over, is still confronted with a
potentially serious subversion problem. ills, although exercising
stringent repressive measures, has a communist subversion problem requirinc
constant vigilance. ~.~, twice havi.ng fought off communist attempts to
seize the government by force, is now confronted with a resurging com-
munist subversive threat (aggravated by the recent Greek-Turkish
difficulties sparked by the Cyprus issue).

10. In the Western He~isnhe~e, the communist beech-head in
Gu~t9mRl~ was 6liminated when the communist-controlled government was
forced o~t. Although there is a danger of communist resurgence, the
situation is presently under control even though a communist underground
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remains. In Bolivia, the economic situation is precarious and U.S. eco-
nomic assistance is necessary to preserve stability and hence internal
~ec\lrity. There is a serious subversive threat, particularly since the
para-military assets are available for exploitation by subversiveolements.
~i1 has the fourth or fifth largest corrmunist party outside the orbit
which present an emerging internal secUl~ity problem to which the Govern-
mentgives inadequate attention. In £hi1~a mature communist party
possesses political influence disproportionate to its actual strength and
stands to gain from the deteriorating economy of the country.

11•. In recapitulation the threat of communist subversion to these
countries is evaluated as follows:

Critical: Laos, Vietnam.
!2,eneerOlt§:Afghanistan, Bolivia, Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, Syria.
Potentiallv DFine.erolls: Brazil, Chile, Greece, Iran, Pakistan (East).
ContFiined ~~~s Watching: Guatemala, Iraq, Korea, Pakistan(West),

Philippines? Thailand.
B. The Subversive Thr~

12. While the degree of threat varies as indicated above, the indig-
enous communist movements appear at the present stage to be seeking control
of the local governffientsthrough political action including covert sub-
versive methods. Although this may be their primary COllrSe of action,
preparations are being made in a number of countries through the simulta-
neous development of para-military forces to seize control by force should
the communists determine that local conditions require this and Soviet
policy permits. This is consistent with the thesis that the Soviets intend
seeking the objectives of World Communi sm through subversion during "peace-
ful co-existence" while simultaneously increasing their capability to use
force. In carrying out this strategy communists create and expand
exploitable issues. .\mong those corrmon to many countries are: poverty,
illiteracy, minority and racial problems, colonialism, conflicting ter-
ritorial claims, unbalanced economies, splinterization of ~olitical
parties, inefficient and corrupt administrations, political immaturity,
and the internal security implications of proximity to communi.et controlled
governments. A factor cont.ributing to the internal security problem in
many countries, particularly the underdeveloped countries, is the spectac-
ular industrial progress ~~.wRrld-wide prestige of the Soviet Union
gained in the last decade/~aV~ deeply impressed such countries and havo
tended to make certain elements of their population hope that they, too,
can aohieve similar progress by adopting COIT~unism. A new manifestation
of the subversive danger is the current .immi.xt.ur-e of the Soviet Bloc in
the Near Eastern affai~s, and the current visit of Soviet leaders to
India, Burma and Afghanistan.

C. C:::!t:ahiJitiesof Internal Security F~

13. It was considered that police activities as they relate to this
study typically include prbnnry responsibility for the detection, apprehen-
sion and confinement of ir.dividual subversives and small groups of sub~
versives and subversive apparatuses, and the suppression of minor civil
disturbances including banditry and small-scale guerrilla activities. The
internal security role of military forces typica.lly includes, in addition
to responsibility for their own counter~intelligence,
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the maLnt.enance 0 f internal socuri t~Tby suppr-essing Lar-ge-ssca.Le riots
and demonst.r-at.Lons, by repressing guerrilla acti vi ties, and by ;;;uttine:
dnwn insurrections. In gonoral, it was concluded that the pollce nission
did not require the devolo:~n~~ntof large and heavily 1.rned units of a
rlilitc.ry nat.ur-e and that the nission of the ar-ned f'or-ces shou.I-" not
involve :iolice-t~T:~,8Qctivities x:lonc tho civili:J.n rClul:lce. In t.is-
cussinc the adequacy of Lnt.cr-ne.Lsecurity f'or-ces and the qucetdon of
overh.r;dng; ard duj.Lfcat.Lcn between :!ri!.lar~TLrrte rne.L sacuri ty (pclice-
t;;T:-e)and nili tary forcos I t.heso definitions wore used as guidelin~s ~

14. These forces are, in general, those of a police-type, including
reeular and special police, gendarmerie and carabinoro, constabulary and
investigative tYros of fcrcGs. In a number of instances insufficiont
techrrl ce.L information vas available to deternine the adequacy of prinary
internal security forces to counter the subversive threat. Where
necessary it was recoI1I'londedthat police specialists make surveys and
specific rocommenc.ntions regarding U.S•. assistance. These countries
were: B01ivia, 9reec3, .9.J.k'ltGf1£'.12,~,?nesia and It.~. Current surveys
were available on Vietn~, Ce~todia and ~ und disclosel critical
situations in their police-type forces requirine nore U.S. assistance
on a priority basis. Elsewhere the effectiveness of the police forces
varied greatly, although in general the deficiencies were in aQministra-
tion, kn~w-how, equirment, public support and incentives. In particular
the investigative services were 0ef~ciont in modern, scientific tech-
niques and :-)rocec'ures required tr:; recocnize and counter covert cotununfsf
activities. Where existing U.S. :;r')grnms were not adequabe , specific
recomnondations were nado.

15. In tho case of ~~, fill)bc:..Ua and laos, f'undancnt.e.Lchanges
in their entire police structure were r-eccramended , It was found that
the Phili2pin~~ required bui(1ance to iT'lprove the effectiveness of its
internal security forces, as wns tho case tn a lesser rler;ree :tn Pakistan,
:rhailan~1, l..r£n and pu:::.te::..:ala. To tiee t requirenents cccncrri ca.Ll.yan-I tel
c1o-e.r.1~~hasizeU.S. partici;-ation in police nat.t.ers , it W£l.S r-econncrded
that ar-rangenent.s be made for training: between conpatible countries such
as ,YietnMl and Phili;".-:-ines, ~ and Tho.il::md, .Q£.'11bo~1iaan,', Tho.ilGnd,
and pos sd.b'Iy between Bolivia and Chile. U.S. Police Advisers or U.S.
Missions are alre~~y active in Vietn£g, CaDbo~, ~, Inconesia, ~
an-i Thrd.Land ,

16. Exardnatd on cf police sys tcms in the eighteen countries stuc'.ied
revealed wide differences in concept, organization and effectiveness,
althouLh one co~on factor was the influenco of European polico systems.
Many countries have two or nore types of polics, i.e., national, provin-
cial and netropolitan police; cendnrnerie, carabinoros, civil guards,
constabulary, border or frontier t.rcoj;s and a vo.Iunt.eer- c.efonse cor-ps,
In Vietnam, Iran and the Philippines, the Dilitary exorcise nan~Trolice
functi0ns r-articularly in regard to counter subversi0n while in Thailand
eLeraerrts of the police have taken:m certain military characteristics
and ca~nbilities.
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Hi 1itary Force s

17. With the exceptions just noted, the distinction between police
functions and military functions in relation to internal security is well
recognized and observed, with the military exercising only such responsi-
bilities as are military in nature and beyond police capabilities. Except
for ~~~Yi~and possibly Afgh~nist~~} in the event of inter-tribal conflict,
the armed forces of all countries studied have sufficient men and equipment
to perform their internal security role. In Vietn~ and ~_~ the situation
has deteriorated to a point where the maintenance of internal security
requires forces of approximately the present size. Elsewhere, in ~Q~e~,
Philippine:~ k<iill., !1~, .!raQ.,]rlb'l, Pak.i~ and Thailan<;ithe armed
forces exceeds those required for internal security alone8

18. 1,rJhileadequate in numbers, the armed forces of the countries
studied have generally not been given training and equipment specially
designed for counter ..insurrectionary or counter~guerrilla operations~
The Ehili~i~~, Yiet~~~} £L~ and 9.r~~are exceptions, due to the
presence of armed insurrectionists. The absence of a properly integrated
relationship between the military and police-type forces, essential for
effective coordinat~on in an emergency, was noted in most countries.

19. 11any countries do not have adequate laws, effective juridica.l
procedures or in some instances the national will to deal "Iith communist
elements. Such legislative and judicial veaknes ses are appar-ent, particu-
larly in the Phili12Qine§"$ Camh~, ~ and ~1ITia. How to correct this
situation is a matter of concern and a subject for future examination.

20. In many of the countries studied, a strong national will to
oppose communist subver-sd on is lacking; the governments do not prosecute
communism aggressively; and the importance of public support for internal
securi ty forces, particularly the police} is not r'ecogni.aed , In virtually
all countries public information instruments exist which cotud be better
used to mobilize public opinion in support of the internal security
program; however, full public support will be difficult to obtain ~1til
basic changes are made both in general conditions and in the attitude of
the police toward the people~

21. Efforts must be made in improving police-type forces not only
to ensure public support thereof, but also to prevent the creation of
poverf'ul, organizations which may later be used by politicians against
the interests of the people. Otherwise situations could arise where
the United states might be associated in the public mind with rocking
corrupt and authoritarian police systems manipulated by local politicos.
If care is taken in the implementation of U.S. police assistance programs,
tbis situation can be minimized.
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IV • SIGNIFICANT FACTORS

A. Agency Responsibilities
22. Heretofore, although NSC 5501 outlined a policy of assisting

the development of adequate internal security forces of threatened
countries, the U.S. has had no coordinated over-all program to accom-
plish this. ~t has approached this problem on a piece-meal basis,
usually acting after a critical situation had already developed, as in
Greece or ]pdochina. As one result, the coordination of programs
undertakenb,rdifferent agencies has been deficient both in the field
and in Washington.

23. The NSC 1290-£ project is an effort to provide a coordinated
approach to this problem. It envisages "fire prevention."

24. The U.S. Armed Forces have assisted only in the development
of certain police-type forces under centralized military control, such
as the Iranian Gendarmerie and the Phil.i1?pinesConstabulary. The
development of certain foreign armed forces is the responsibility of
the Department of Defense. In discharging this responsibility, it
recognizes that a reasonable degree of internal security must be
assured lest military aid become meaningless. However, the development
of forces for o~her missions has sometimes preceded the identification
of forces and equipment required for internal security. The Interna-
tional Cooperation Administration (ICA, formerly FOA) has carried only
limited responsibility for assisting civilian-controlled, police-type
forces as part of its Technical Cooperation Program to strengthen public
a~~nistration generally. lhe responsibilities of the Department of State
in this field arise from its control over foreign relations and are not
specifically defined. Central Intelligence Agency activities are also
conducted and will be reported on separately. Therefore, responsibility
for determining the adequacy of police-type forces and for providing
U.S. assistance to improve their effectiveness is not yet defined.

25. No U,S. agency has been assigned responsibility for assisting
foreign gcverpments to improve their legislation and law enforcement
as related to internal security. While recognizing the sensitivities
involved, these factors are of such importance in safeguarding a
country1s internal security as to warrant consideration.

26. The U.S. Information Agency has programs on the dangers of
communism and communist subversion. In only a few countries is emphasis
given to mobilizing public support for indigenous internal security forces.
The importance of public support for internal security forces in any
country is exemplified by the FBI, Canadian Royal Mounted Police and
Scotland Yard.
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B. Economic and Tecl1..nicalAssistance PI:.Qgr~
27. While the terms of reference of this study did not embrace

a re-examination of the objectives of U~S. economic and technical
assistance progrrous, the relationship of these activities to internal
security is evident. Insofar as economic assistance programs result
in a higher degree of economic and political stability, they contribute
substantially to the achiavement of internal security. In certain
situations, U.S. economic assistance programs are a prime ingredient
of stability and, hence, internal security.

28. T~chnical assistance progr8~s, it was noted, contribute to
economic development by helping host countries improve technical com-
petence among their institutions and personnel. They do not have
the same direct effect on internal security as do economic assistance
programs with their immediate impact on the economic environment.
However, these technical assistance programs do have an important
bearing in the long-run on the general economic social and political
environment and hence on internal security. Certain segments of these
programs, such as police training in Vietnam, are directly related to
internal security forces.

29. In relation to communist subversion, the economic status of
a people or a country is of importance to the extent that it presents
opportunities fer commlli~st exploitation. Special cognizance of
economic and technical assistance programs has, therefore, only been
taken in situations vhere e (a) the requiremant for economic assistance
is of significance to stability and, hence, internal security; and (b)
special contributions to the developnent of internal security forces can
be made through either economic or technical assistance programs. In a few
countries it is noted th&t economic assistance projects of a short-range
impact nature would contribute to internal security objectives. It is rec-
ognized that the responsible U.S. agencies in planning economic aid
programs have conedde red economic and po.ld.td.ca'L stabilit.y, both of which
bear upon internal security. It is felt that both internal securi tjT
objectives and the development of internal security forces should receive
full consideration, along \,rithother objectives, in planning U.S. economic
and technical assistance programs.
C. 1§.litarv Aid Prog!'8..!!!:i

30. The terms of reference did not extend to an examination of
military aid programs beyond their relationship to the problem.
Accordingly, in instances ,,,hereit vas evident that the current and
projected military aid programs exceeded the requirements of military
forces for internal security, only the latter were defined. Houever,
it was evident that any policy on the part of the U.S. to attempt
to limit aid to the level required for internal security alone would
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create problems arn si.ng from: (1) impairment of collective regional
defense pacts and strategy; (2) misinterpretation of U.S. poli~y and
attitude tow.rd communism which might promote trends to\{ard "nautra.Li.smj "
and (3) prior commitments conflicting with such a policyo Countries
wher-e such problems would arise in varying degrees are: Qr~.q~, .~:~,
Irl!!b Pakistan., Kor~, ,Philippines, p?-mbodia, Vi8t!"'.~..nl; i..:-l£.§. r..•.;·ld Tilailand,
and ~ @~~11 count:c-iesbenefi t:'ng from milital'y a:;"c.. Conver se.Iy,
the maintenance of forces beyond that level Hhich the country concerned
is able and willing to support gives rise to econcmi.c, among ocher , diffi-
culties which, unless offset by U.S. aid, rrayadversely affect internal
stability.

31. Although the country studies made under NSC Action 1290-£
provide some definition of the military forces required to maintain
internal security and, hence, a formula for effecting savings in
military aid programs in those countries where the development of
internal security forces is the MIlAI' objective, it should not be
inferred that all military forces in excess of tDis should be reduced
or denied further aid. Houever, with these definitions of military
requirememts for internal security, the determination of the require-
ments for forces in excess thereof is simplified. ~d~itionally, a
basis is provided for determining types and levels of equipment
required for internal security as well as for identifying unrealistic
requests.
D. Availability of U.S. Personnel and Facilities

32. The recommended program will require specially qualified
personnel for police advisory missions. Although there are a relatively
adequate number of police technicians available, there are only a small
number of such specialiats with the necessary breadth of experience and
personal qualifications. Fewer still have a broad background of foreign
work, including language facility, or the essential cOlmG<3J""31)1:Nersive
training and experience. To ottain properly qualified p8T ·:-:.:l:::ll will
require an expansion of recruiting and training acti vitie •.J i:'.~d the
assignment of responsibility for the conduct thereof,

33. A corollary to providing U.S. personnel to foreign g0vernments
to help them improve their police-type forces is to use f'or-e i.gn specialists
or to bring selected personnel to the U.S. or third countrierr for training.
Although this procedure has merit, some U.S. facilities for providing
desired training are limited and often unsatisfactory. If increased
U.S. training of foreign police is to be undertaken, these facilities
must be expanded and improved and existing facilities must be opened
to foreigners in increased numbers.
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11. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

340 The importance of aid in developing the capabilities of
internal security forces of countries vulnerable to communist subver-
sion is better appreciated when it is recognized th~~ t~~sme~Rsces
may be a primary defense against communist take-overl ~id ~or internal
security is insurance for all other programs and is frequently a pre-
requisite for the fulfillment of other U.S. objectives. Accordingly,
recommendations for the provision of U.S. assistance in improving
internal security forces were made without attempting in every case
to identify and recommend off-setting reductions in other U.S. aid
programs 0

350 Although the recommended program is generally modest in scope,
the availability of funds and the appropriateness of using the various
appr-opr-Latd.on categories of funds to provide the types of assistance
ra~~dred for internal security forces present certain difficulties for
the operating agencies. Apparently, neither Defense nor ICA has complete
flexibility in utilizing foreign aid funds to provide assistance to
police-type forceso As part of its public administration program, lCA
has used Technical Cooperation funds for surveying, training and advisory
activities involving civilian-controlled police forces. Defense has made
MDA funds available for training and equipping police-type forces where
they c~pported military objectives, i.e. Philippine Constabulary and the
Iranian Gendarmerieo The proviSion of equipment.for police-type forces
GP~ears to be the major problem among the operating agencies. The
possibility of utilizing funds appropriated for other purposes to meet
th3 requirements of an internal security support program. requires further
study by the executive agencies concerned.
Eo Possible Economies

360 As indicated, expenditures for improving internal security
forces were not off-set by corresponding or larger reductions in other
U.S. aid programs, as most of these programs result from requirements
for ~ilitary forces to deter or repel aggression and hence are beyond
the scope of this study. However, establishment of a clearer definition
of the meaning of "internal security, II and more exact determination of
t2e forces required for this purpose,.along the lines of the estimates
rcade in t::.eNSC Action 1290-,4 country papers, should provide better
gu'ide.l.Lnes for formulating further foreign aid programs and a possible
basis for reducing or eliminating costly, heavy combat equipment in
courrtr-i.cs whez-e the MDAP objective is to aid internal security forces.
Arw adjustment of current or projected aid programs should await this
clarification and the re-examination of bases of justification
other than the maintenance of internal security.
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37. This does not irn~)lythat economi.es may not result from a clearer
distinction of missions and of the forces required to perform those missions.
Horeover, even if, because of other considerations, these economies should
not be forthcoming, the modest cost of the internal security program is
more than justified as insUl~ance. Over a period of time, preventing the
development of crises will undoubtedly be far less costly than countering
critical situations after they arise. ~~hina is a case in point.
c. Summary of Financial Information,Developed in C~~try Papers

38. In preparing the NSC Action 1290-£ country papers, efforts were
made to identify the amounts of financing required to implement the recom-
mendations involved. In many instances the amounts cited were drawn from
financial data developed in the regular progranmUng processes. In other
cases they represent only estimates whd.ch have not yet been either con-
sidered or resolved in the regular programming processes. In either
event, it was understood that the over-all purpose of developing the
financial information was to present illustratively the general magnitude
of financing likely to be required to implement the recommendations; it
being recognized that the actual amounts and ultimate sources of financing,
particularly with reference to activities not presently programmed, could
not be fully determined at this time.

39. Table I (page 13), tot~llj,ng ~~15;.?J5.•000, contains a breakdown of
the financing required in Yi 1~.'..i6to jlJlplementrecommended activities
",hich are not included in present pr-ogram plans. In most instances
these activities are related to inter:.l.'llsecurity forces, including
military forces with important internal secut-Lty roles. The most important
factor which would tend to increase the tot.al indicated, apart from the
course of world evants, is that while amounbs are LncIuded to cover the
costs of internal secur Lcy force surveys in J}2.l.J.Y..:h~,G:"'&.!3~,.Gy.,;3.temal~,
Indonesia and Ir'!!.:Sbno amourrta are included to .finance the .possLb.le
requirements resulting from theBe surveys. The primary off-setting factor
which would tend to decrease the indicated total is the possibility that
for a variety of reasons certain of the recommendations would eithe~ not
actually be implemented or voul.d be delayed beyond FY 1956.

40. In most instances, the amounts shown in Table I are to carry out
reconnnended activities which are related to internal security forces such
as the aforementioned U.S. survey teams; the provision of U.S. advisors,
technicians and missions; the training 9f foreign nationals in the U.S.
and third countries; the supplying of various t~Tes of equipment; and,
in the case of the ~~i~~, the provision of Direct Forces Support
assistance.
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~ Table II (page 14), contains a breakdown of the financing
required in.FY.1956 to implement recommendations which are currently
included in program plans. In most instances, these activities are related
to internal forces including military forces with important internal
security roles. The types of activity involved are similar to those
mentioned in conjunction with Table I. or particular note in Table II
(footnote 2) are the MDAP and Direct Forces Support programs for military
forces having important internal security roles in Cambodia, Guatemala,
.!r.i!!h ~, Free Vietnam and the Philippines.

42. Table III (page 15) contains a breakdown for all countries
studied of.the.types of programs which were most frequently considered
in the country analyses. The amounts shown are tentative total pr-ogram
levels which were either approved or tentatively planned as of October 5,
1955. Certain country papers noted a broad relationship between economic
assistance programs and internal security; (a) because of their importance
to economic and political stability and hence to internal security, as
in Bolivia; or (b) because of the budgetary s~pport for military forces
with important interna~ security roles which is derived from these
programs, as in Vietnam. In a like manner, certain country papers noted
a broad relationship.between U.S. information programs and internal security;
(a) because of their over-all effect in creating an awareness of the dangers
of communism and communiet ~ubversion; or (b) their potential as instruments
for the development of p·.J'~."i.:;.csuppor-t for iIlt--3rnll:!.secui-Lty forces. A
column on the Educatdona'l, :U:~CChe'41geprogram is aLeo ShO'V:1 on Table III.
In several instanc.;:s,recl1?uratmCi.9.tionswere made concer-nang the inclusion
of certain categorias of foreisSn nationals in the U.S" under the auspices
of this program.
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TABLE I

ACTIVlTIES NOT PRESEIITLY PRO~1ED - FY 1956
(In thousands of dollars)

The data below indicates the financing required in ~I 1956 to implement
recommended activities which are not included in present program plans.
In most instances, these activities are related to internal security
forces including military forces with important internal security roles.

Country Total Mutual Security Program other Programs
MDAP Non -MDAP

Far East & S.E. Asia

Burma
Cambodia
Free Vietnam

(a)Indonesia.
Korea
Laos
Philippines
Thailand

1,150
2,600
3,000

10
250

2,000
2,800
1,125

2,600(1)
1,100 50 (Courtesy tng-

- military servs)
3 ,Of)0

(2)
1,300(3)

~;'.:;J
2.noo
1:500(4)
1,075 50 (Information)

Near & Mi-:3.d.le"ti'II"' ..,+..••.••-::.,.;> J

....---,----

Ai'ghsnistan
(a)Greece '-' '1- 10 (Information)c) .•..?

Iran 100 100
(a)Iraq 10 10

Pakistan 200 200
Syria

Western IIomj"vhere

(a)Bolivia 1,860 1,250 610
Brazil 100 100
Chile

{a)Guatemala 5 5
Totals 15,235 5,250 9,875 110

(a)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4,)

Police survey included in recorumendations for this cOlliltry.
Does not include $3,000,000 in equipment to be provided from excess
stocks in Vietnam without additional cost to U.S., except for shipping.
$300,000 in equipment to be provided from excess stocks in Vietnam
without additional cost to U.S., except for shipping.
Includes $300,000 of estimated $500,000 cost of anti-subversive and
anti-guerrilla training in country paper recommendation 26.
Entirely Direct Forces Support.
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TABLE II

ACTrv:ITIES PRESENTLY PROGRAMMED - FY 1956
(In thousands of dollars)

The data below indicates the financing already provided in present FY 1956
program p'Lans to implement recommended activities. In most instances,
these activities are related to internal security forces, including mili-
t8.l~Yforces with important internal security roles.

Courrtz'y Total Mutual Security Programs Other Programs
MDAP Non-MDAP

Far East & S.E. Asia

Burma
Cambodia NA (1) NA (1) 5,470 (2)
Free Ve:i.tnam NA NA 27,960 (2)
IndoJesia 2,100 2,000 100 (Courtesy tng-
KOJ.~ea 50 50 - military servs}
Laos NA NA 5,650 (2)
Philippines NA NA 2,210 (2)
Thailand 1,416 (3)

Near & Middle East

Afghanistan 15 15
Greece 30 30
I:ran NA NA 7,297 (2)
Iraq 43 18 25 (Information)
Pakistan 300 300 (Information)
Syria

Hestern llemisphere

Bolivia
Brazil 50 50
Chile 25 25
Guatemala 574· 500 70 4 (Information)

Totals NA NA 50,84'5 1,845
(1) MDAP data not yet available.
(2) All of DFS program included in this amount. DFS component shown

. alone on Table III.
(3) Expected cost of tot.al USIA program.
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TABLE III

TENrATlVE PROG'RN-1LEVELS - FY 1956
(In thousands of dollars)

The amounts shown are tentative total program levels which were either approved
or tentatively pla~ed as of October 5, 1955. (For relationship of this table
to NSC Action 1290-d recommendations see para. 42. Also footnote (a) and (b)
below.) .-

Mutual Security Program Other Programs
DlRECT DEVELOP- TECIINICAL INFO. EDUC'L

(1) FORCES DEFENSE ~IEI7l'AS- COOPERA- PROGRAH EXCIIANGE
Country MDAP SUPPORT SUPPORT SISTANCE TION (USIA) (STATE)
Far East & S.E. Asia

Burma 928 383
Cambodia NA(l) 5,470 29,500(2) 2,000 683 46
Free Vietnam NA 27,360 163,000(2) 3,500 1,806 86
Indonesia NA 4,100(3) 7,000 795 278
Korea NA 171,920 272,000 5,000 800 251
Laos NA 3,650 27,000 1,000 372 48
Philippines NA ;- .::J.o 19,000 6,300 897 359
Thailand E·~ ":,"\'.;1.1)029,500 1.,800 1,4.16 399_ .. '- ,

Near & Mi:1J.:'..<::. h9.:'3 :

Afghanistan 2,000 155 27
Greece NA 26,200 1,000 699 484,
Iran NA 7,i70 20,000 8,000 931 304,
Iraq NA 2,300 473 224
Pakistan NA 19,100 63,000 6,000 1,629 336
Syria 352 62

Western IIemisphere

Bolivia 20,000.0 2,409 160 117
Brazil NA 3,4·00 1,344 322
Chile NA 1,998 350 122
Guatema~a 15,000.0 1,556 339 170

Totals ;:;-:T7--:'.1rQ tilt a 200 39;100 5B:~b3 14.,129 "4~018,c..-, I 5~1..... ;;.'

(a) Certain country papers noted a broad relationship between economic assist-
ance programs and internal secl~ity: (1) because of their importance to
economic ~d political stability and hence to internal security as in Boli-via or (2) because of the budgetar¥ support for military forces with !ill,pu.ct~ internal security roles wnicn ~s derived from these programs as in
Vietnam. (b) Certain country papers noted a broad relationship between US
information programs and internal security: (1) because of their overalleffect in creatt~nj(J'an awar eneas of the dangers of Communism and Communistsubversion, or 2 their poten~ial as instruments for the development ofpublic support or internal secur~ty forces.
~mAP ~ata not yet available. (2) Includes oolv partial b~dgetarv supportfor mll~tary. Full annual requirement under diSctlsslon. U) Usually
identified as "Special Programs".

(1)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

4-3. Although there are piecemeal efforts, there is no coordinatedu.S. program to assist countries vulnerable to communist subversion to
develop or increase the effectiveness of their internal security forces
to counter subversion and no clear assignment of responsibility as between
U.S. executive agencies for carrying out such a program.

44·. The nature of the subversive threat and internal security
requirements can be determined only on a case-by-case basis. In some
countries, such as ~ where it is not widely realized that there
is a serious subversive threat and U.S. military programs are small, a
disturbing situation wa~ found. In Thailand, where fears of communist
influence have been expressed and U.S. progI=ams are large, it was
found that little immediate subversive threat exists, and that previous
programs have developed in the existing forces more than adequate capa-
bilities to counter the internal commmlist threat.

45. With :few exceptions the countries vulnerable to communist
subversion have internal security forces, police and military, adequate
in terms of numbers to deal with the subversive threat provided that
the military forces are not engaged against external aggression. Wbat
the majority of countries need is technical assistance, training and
limited amounts of equipment, particularly training and technical eqUip-
ment associated with modern counter-subversive techniques and inoUcation
of Western police principles. They also need advisory assistance in the
more economical and effective use of their available inte+nal security
funds and forces.

46. In reference to military forces the common statement that
"present forces are adequate to maintain internal security" is not
meaningful, as it gives no guidance as to how many and what type forces
are required for this purpose. Actually the armed forces in-mDSt coun~
tries exceed the requirements for their internal security role, frequently
by a large factor. Moreover, as a general rule their organizational,
equipment and training policies are based not upon their internal
security function but upon other military roles, real or imagined, and
upon political and prestige factors. Even where internal security, as
distL~ct from local defense or collective security, is the stated
objective of U.S. military assistance programs, the relation between
actual requirements ~~d existing programs is not a precise one. Forces
are supported which are excessive in size, and heavy equipment (medium
artillery, jet'aircraft, and seagOing vessels) in qunntities beyond the
needs of internal se~UritY'alone are being supplied. This results from
political and prestige considerations and from a tendency to justify
such forces in terms of defense against external attack or of collec-
tive security, although the rationale in individual cases is vague.
A more precise definition of objectives and of requirements might lead
to an adjustment of military aid programs in some countries (Iraq, Iran,
Pakistan, Thailand, the Philippines and the Latin Ameri~ countrieS:--
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for example) unless the collective security roles of these forces can
be given more meaning than they have at present.

47. Police-type forces in the majority of the countries vulnerable
to communist subversion lack the technical competence to deal with sub-
version, particularly in its more advanced forms. Although modern
police techniques and police effectiveness are not necessarily synony-
mous, there is need for selective programs in police training in several
countries. In some countries this police training need not extend
beyond training a limited number of counter-subversive specialists. In
others a broader program embracing police administration and police
science will be a necessary complement. In either case, the anticipated
costs to the U.S. of such programs are minute in relation to the military
and economic assistance programs, and are warranted as a form of insur-
ance for these programs.

48. These comparatively small programs to improve the effective-
ness of police-type forces in their counter-subversive role are not a
substitute for the present military aid programs. Any reductions in U.S.
aid must stem from a more precise definition of objectives and of require-
ments for forces to maintain internal security as well as forces to deter
and delay aggression and forces to participate in collective efforts to
defend against it. Realistically, there are few countries vulnerable to
communist subversion which could not themselves maintain and support the
forces needed for internal security alone.

49. Since in most countries the military forces exceed those
required for internal security alone, to generate military capabilities
in police-type forces is to duplicate capabilities which already exist.
As a general rule the U.S. should not support such duplication of capa-
bilities. Instead it should seek to bring about a properly integrated
relationship of police-type forces and military forces in the performance
of their respective internal security roles.

50. A major difficulty of making adjustments or reductions in
existing aid programs is the political problem. In almost every case
political grounds are cited as reasons why changes of this nature cannot
now be made. Entirely aside from NSC Action 1290-d, the scaling down of
appr-opr-Lat.Lons for foreign aid will in many instances cause a decrease
in the present rate of deliveries and prevent spending at a new level.
Under these Cll~CQ~8~anCes such difficulties in our relations with these
foreign countries '\Tillhave to be faced and overcome.

51. It is recocnized that measures taken to improve the effective-
ness of internal sectrrity forces, while important, do not necessarily
work too;-Tardimproving the economic, social and political conditions
which often times pzrmit or actually foster the development of the
internal security probIema ~'Thichthese forces are designed to combat.
Solution of these broad problems is of a long range nature and the
primary respcnsibility of the countries involved. IIowever, in varying
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degrees, measures taken by the U.S. which contribute to economic stability
~d.development, to social betterment and to political stability will, as
a consequence, have an effect on the total environment out of which
internal security problems arise and thus an effect on the capabilities
of internal security forces. In some countries efforts to maintain
internal security will be affected by these other U.S. measures and
action programs although they have not been the primary focus of atten-
tion in this paper.

52. Basically, controlling subversion and maintaining internal
security depends largely upon the determination and willingness of the
threatened peoples and government to take effective action. It is in
the best interests of the U.S., therefore, to foster the development of
an understanding of the subversive threat and a "national will" to
oppose it. Until.the countries concerned have the determination to
control subversive elements, and enact and enforce the necessary security
measures or laws, any U.S. assistance to internal security forces will
largely be wasted.

53. Finally, these conclusions are based upon the current situation.
It must be recognized that World Commu.~ism under the leadership of the
USSR and Communist China has the capability to expand and intensify its
subversive activities at will. This would require, a step-up in counter-
effort on the part of the U.S. and its Allies.

54. It is believed that analyses of the internal security threat
beyond the eighteen country analyses already completed would be in the
U.S. interest.
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VII. RECO~lMENDATIONS
55. The Operations Coordinating Board reco~nends that the National

Security Council:
a~ Note the report of the Operations Coordinating Board as

being responsive to NSC Action 1290-~, dated December 21, 1954, with
respect to U3S. assistance to free world countries vulnerable to communist
subversion in developing and improving the effectiveness of their internal
security forces.

bo Note that the Operations Coordinating Board is currently
coordinating a program for 18 coun·tries* of U.S. assistance in developing
and improving the effectiveness of their internal security forces. These
programs include r ecommended courses of action.

c. Note the importance of coordinating on a continuing basis
the implementation of this program, including the determination of execu-
tive agencies' responsibilities vIith respect thereto.

d. Note that the CCB is initiating analyses of the internal
security threat in additional free world countries vulne~ble to communist
subversion. (Reference: Paragraph 54 and Annex B)

e. Note that the implementation of the report and supporting
country studies will require the operating agencies concerned to modify
in certain instances the criteria now used for programming foreign aId
in order to facilitate the use of foreign aid funds to develop internal
security forceso (Reference: Paragraph 35)

fa Note that the implementation of the report will involve the
need for the development in foreign assistance programs of precise defini-
tions of the size and nature of the forces required in individual countries
to maintain internal security. (Reference: Paragraphs 30, 31, 36, 37,
46 and 48)

g. Note that full consideration will be given by the operating
agencies in the planning of foreign assistance programs to effecting
such adjustments or economies as may be possible as a result of this
program to strengthen internal security forces~ (Reference: Paragraphs
30, 31, 46 and 55c).

* 18 Countries Studiei:
Afghanistan
Bolivia
Brazil
Burma
Cambodia
Chile

Attachments:

Free Vietnam
Greece
Guatemala
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq

Annex A - DEVELOPr'lENTOF THE PROBIEM
Annex B - SUNHAl1.YOF I~mIVIDUAL COUNTRY REPORTS
Annex C - LIST OF COillfrRYREPORTS

Korea
laos
Pakistan
Philippines
Syria
Thailand
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REPORT TO NSC PURSUANT
TO NSC ACTION 1290-!l ANNEX A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. By NSC Action 1290-d of December 21, 1954·, the NSC requested
the OCB "to present to the Council a report on the status and adequacy
of the current program to develop constabulary forces to maintain
internal security and to destroy the effectiveness of the communist
apparatus in the free world countries vulnerable to communist subversion."
Upon examination it was revealed that while certain U.S. agencies were
sponsoring constabulary support programs there was no national program
as such nor any overall concept or guidance. Further, it was immediately
clear that "U.S. assistance to countries threatened by communist subver-
sion" was a broader matter than Simply constabulary forces. An exchange
of views resulted in the general acceptance of the statement of the
problem in Section I of this report. A Working Group representing
State, Defense, ICA(FOA) and CIA, was formed.

2. On March 9, 1955, OCB reviewed a concept formulated by the
Working Group and approved it as a basis for proceeding. The concept
reaffirmed that the U.S. had a direct interest in preventing further
communist encroachment and/or takeover of free countries. This preven-
tion was recognized as important in the early stages of development as
well as in instances of advanced or critical situations. Although the
subject of counter-subversion embraces the entire spectrum of human
endeavor, for purposes of NSC Action 1290-d, it was recommended that
specific action be fceuscu en the fields of: police-type forces,
judicial and legislative systems, public information media and military
forces. U.S. assistance in these fields should be~limited to improving
existing facilities where practicable. Military forces would be examined
only on the basis of those required for maintaining internal security
and aided as required in this regard.

3. The Working Group reviewed forty-four (44.)countries and
selected twenty-two (22) for analysis:
Far East··,and .
Southeas't .ASia Near:., and ·Middle East '"Western-nenisphere

Burma ..
Cambod.fa:
Free Vietnam
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Laos
Philippines
Thailand

Afghanistan
Greece
Iran
Iraq
Pakistan
Syria

Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Costa Rica
Guatemala
Iceland
Venezuela

Since there was no immediate threat in four countries, it was
subsequently agreed to postpone analysis of Japan, Costa Rica, Icela~d
and.V:enezuela.
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4. The Horking Group decided that the nature of the communist
subversive· threat should be defined in each country and next that this
definition should be projected against an analysis of the existing
internal security forces and their capabilities to cope with the threat.
The resulting evaluation voul.d reveal the adequacy of the internal
security forces and/or their deficiencies. Following this, current
U.S. programs bearing on internal security would be identified and
inventoried. An analysis of political factors bearing on mutual
security and the feasibility of U.S. assistance would be made and
reviewed in light of the foregoing. Based upon these considerations,
conclusions would be drawn and included in recommendations for specific
courses of action by responsible U.S. services, providing costs and
timing. Thus, a basis would be provided for coordinate programming
of U.S. assistance in improving the internal security in countries
threatened by communist subversion.

5. To obtain the views of the country teams, an instruction,
anoroved by the OCB was sent to the field on April 29,1955 requesting
replies by June 1, 1955.

6. Pending receipt of the field reports, the ~~orking Group made
the following assignments for tne preparation of materials already
available in Washington: Nature of the Threat--CIA; Description of
Internal Security Forces--Defense; Inventory of Current U.S. Programs--
FOA; Poli t.i.ca'l Factors Bearing on Internal Securi ty--·State.

7. The timing of field reports was predicated upon oral guidance
from OCB members to the Working Group. It was thought that any programs
requiring special funds or any revision of currently allocated funds
would have to be programmed as early as practicable in order to permit
budgetary adjustments for the next fiscal year. It was also desired to
have a look at the findings of NSC Action l290-,g prior to the Congres-
sional action on Foreign Aid bills for the next Fiscal Year. Reports
were to be submitted to NSC upon approval of OCB as rapidly as completed
by the Working Group. ;

8. The Working Group formed sub-regional drafting committees,
chaired by State, with State and other members providing area
specialists as required. Upon receipt of Country Team reports and
Washington level contributions, as requested above, the regional
committees prepared the initial drafts on the Country Reports and
submitted them for staffing by the respective agencies involved.
The results of the staffing were reviewed and reconciled by a com-
mi ttee of deputies of the tJorking Gr-oup and submitted agreed upon
reports to the Working Group for review prior to forwarding to aCB.

9. OnJune 1, 1955, OCB reviewed the first report, Guatemalg.
It approved the for~at as a model for future reports. It agreed
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that individual country reports should be forwarded to DCB as completed,
but that individual reports would not be transmitted to NSC tintil a
final over-all report was prepared. It agreed that this final report
for NSC should be a summary-type paper, possibly consisting of a br1ef
section of findings and conclusions for each country, a section on
individual country recommendations, and a section containing such over-
all conclusions and recommendations as mny be developed after all or
substantially all of the reports have been completed.

10. On June 22, 1955, DCB noted the ~~C Action l29D-g report on
Laos, with the understanding that the operating agencies should initiate
those courses of action on which there is inter-agency agreement, which
are consistent with existing policy, and for which funds are available.
It also requested that the final report include a financial analysis of
the entire proposed NSC Action 1290-~ program, showing projected estim-
ates over a reasonable future period, of the costs of programs for
internal security capabilities and also how these projected costs relate
to presently approved aid programs and appropriations.

11. On June 29, 1955, OCB noted the reports on ~~ and the
Philinpines and agreed to hold the papers for final action until all
NSC Action l290-g reports have been completed. The Board noted CffiTlbodi~
with the understanding that the operating agencies should initiate those
courses of action on which there is interagency agreement, which are
consistent ·with existing policy, and for which funds are available. The
Board requested appropriate follow-up and reporting on a continuing basis
on the programs made in the implementation of the various NSC Action
l290-Q country papers after they have been finally concurred in.

12. On July 6, 1955, the OCB directeq a revision of the Svri~n
report, and approved the IrRCj report, specifically r-eque sf.i.ng that
the police survey be undertaken. It agreed to hold the rE..t!J.ainderof
the report pending completion of all reports. Upon revie~.":"ngthe
minutes of the June 29, 1955 OCB meeting, the Deputy Secretffi~yof Defense
noted that the policy implications of the majority of the NSC 1290-~
country studies in terms of the MDA program and world-wide defense
requirements were such that the entire series and the conclusions to be
derived therefrom would require evaluation by the JCS, the Secretary of
Defense, and the Department of State prior to their ultimate submission
to the NSC for decision. It agreed that deferral of action pending
completion of all studies was not intended to delay existing or going
programs at approximately their present levels but that new programs or
major increases in existing programs should be deferred pending the
completion of the series lmless specifically excepted by OCB.

13. On July 13, 1955, DCB noted reports on ~ and Syria as
revised. The Bolivian report was deferred. It noted status of reports
in process and the proposed outline for final report to the NSC. On
July 27, 1955, OCB noted and revised the report on Pakistan and action
was again deferred on the Boliviqn report.

14. On August 24, 1955, the OCB noted the reports on ~ and
Greece. The Board noted that t~IA would make certain suggestions for
revision of the Gr.eece report before it is considered for final action,
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15. On August 31, 1955, the OCB noted the report on Brazil and
the Chairman's comment that it may require revision after the outcome
of the elections are known.

16. On September 14., 1955, the OCB revised and noted the reports
on Iran and Thailand.

17. On September 21, 1955, the OCB noted the report on Vietnam
and the Chairman's comment, that all responsible U.S. agencies should
maximize their efforts to improve the police program in Vietnam.

18. On September 28, 1955, the OCB noted the report on ~.
The Board gave preliminary consideration to the overall report and
indicated certain revisions to be incorporated therein. Noted that
the next working gr-oup draft woul.d be made available by the Executive
Officer infornally to the staff of the NSC for use in connection \d th
the current review of NSC 5501. Agreed report be completed and sent
to ~~C in early November.

19. On October 19, 1955, the OCB noted the reports on Afghanistan,
B~1iviq and Indonesia. The OCB requested the working group to reconsider
the inclusion of paragraphs 41, 42 and 43 of the Afghanistan re~ort as
reeommendations and suggested that the problems be discussed elsewhere.
The OCE deleted paragraph 38 d in the Bolivia report as being outside
the scope of the NSC Action l290-~ objec t.Ive. The OCB agreed t:'at tr;e
recommenc.ations in the country reports and tte over-all report 1:e
directly related to the object.Lve s stated in t.he -;ireliI:linaryrecort
a1 oroved i)y the Eoar d on nar-ch 9, 1955.

20. On Oc'tot er 26, 1955, t~:e Boar d agreed to consider tl-,eover-all
re:;)orton r.-ov8::.lber16 to pern,it consideration of tl:.evi.ews of tte joint
Chiefs of Staff which were to be available after }ovember 7, 1955.

21. On November 16, 1955, the Board concurred in the reports
on Brazil, ~, Afghanistan, ~, Cambodia, Indonesia, ~
and Greece.
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REPORTTO NSC PURSUANT
TO NSC ACTION 1290-d AJ.'lNEXB

SUMHARYOF INDIVIDUALCOUNTRYREPORTS*

Afghanistan

Bolivia

25

26
Brazil 27

28Burma

CaI::.bodia 29

30

31
32

Chile

Free Vietnam

Greece

Guatemala

Laos

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Indonesia

lran

Iraq

Korea

Pakistan

Fhilippines 40

Syria

Thailand

41
42

* These informal summaries are illustrative to the NSC of the types of
programs currently being developed under OCB coordination as of }Tover1ber
16. 1955. Ti oy are. therefore. not intenl'ec. to replace the' country reports
themselves.
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StJ1.1MARYOF NSC ACl'ION 1290-<1 REPORT ON AFGHANISTAN

'the prine.ry threat to the internal security of Afghanistan is the risk of
Soviet domination through economic penetration. One way to counter the present
drift would be to consider economic development projects which would broaden
Afghanistan's accessibility to the Free World.. There is no known subver-sdve
group in Afghanistan at present, and no immediate internal threat to the con-
tinued rule of the central government. However, since 1954 Afghanistan has
received from the Soviet Union technical aid and favorable barter terms for
supplies and capital equtpmenb , The tBSR has become Afghanistan's major single
supplier of necessary importso Other potential threats to the stability of the
regime are regional jealousies, the resentment of minority elements over their
exploitation by the dominant Pathans, rival ambitions within the Pathan group,
and the frustration of civil servants who have had enough Western education to
enable them to realize the backward state of their country.

A semi-pdice state, Afghanistan 's internal security forces include civil
police, secret police, irregular militia, and the Royal Gendarmerie, ~ll of
which suffer from poor training and organization and limited material resources.
The army and the tiny air force, both of which have internal security responsi-
bilities, are also ill-trained and ill-equipped.

Although political inertia, religious conservation and traditional suspicion
of the Soviets provide a measure of resistance to the threat of eventual subver-
sive activity posed by increasing Soviet economic inroads, the present Prime
Minister and some of his cabinet appear insufficiently aware of the danger of
closer Soviet ties. The police and gendarmerie are reasonably capable of de-
tecting subversive agents and, with the support of the populace, of suppressing
any subversive group identified as corw~unist. The Ar~ is considered to have the
ability to suppress subversive groups, but it probably could not be relied upon
to suppress any general uprising of the tribes.

There is no MDAP program for Afghanistan, and none is proposed. IeA has
programmed $1.9 million of technical assistance for FY55, $2QO ~·:.llionfor FY56;
none has been used to develop or train Afghan security forces~ D:..:imbankcredits
since 1950 for basic development total $39.5 million. Objecti~8d of the USIA
program include encouragement of resistance to Communist pressures and subversion.

Afghanistan is nominally a constitutional monarchy. Virtually all powers are
in the hands of the royal family, which maintains power by playing off various
tribal and other groups against each other. The Afghan Government's firm policy
of seeking an autonomous Pushtunistan in northwestern Pakistan cloudS her rela-
tions with the latter country, which constitutes Afghanistants gataway to the
free world. Satisfactory Afghan-Pakistan relations are important in preventing
increasing Afghan reliance on the USSR,. The Afghans have repeatedly soughtmilitary
assistance from the US and declared their willingness to align themselves with
the \Jest at such time as differences with Pakistan are settled. In this unlikely
event, however, Afghanistan would probably prove a hard bargainer. To date,
Afghanistan has been neutral in East-West differences.

It is recommended that the tB continue efforts to educate Afghans to the
dangers of communism. To this end our technical assistance in the field of
education should be expanded. The Turks should be encouraged if necessary to
continue their small military mission in Afghanistan. Training opportunities
might also be extended to as many as three Afghan security officials per year
and to a small number of Afghan military officers.
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SUMl'-fARYOF NSC ACTION l290...(lREPORT ON BOLIVIA
;

The most serious threat to internal security in Bolivia lie~ in the possibil-
ity that a coalition of extreme leftist forces, including Comm~ists, might take
control of the Government, now in the hands of moderate leftists~ The present
regime, despite its shortcomings, offers the best hopes for stability and friend-
liness towards the U.S. Any alternative probably would lead to Communist domina-
tion. .

The governing party, the MNR (National Revolutionary }bvement), as a whole
lacks a true understanding of the subversive nature of Communism. Marxist
economic theories are widespread in educational and labor circles and many
Communists, fellow-travelers, and allegedly reformed Communists are in the
Government, The Communist Iarty of Bolivia (PCB) and the Trotskyite Workers
Revolutionary Barty (POR), each with some 2,000 members and both illegal, seek
to capitalize on widespread poverty, prevailing political immaturity, law morale
and disorganization of the armed services and a potentially dangerous armed
workers' militia, .

Communists advocate a broad Front of National Liberation, appealing to the
strong nationalistic tendencies of most Bolivians and exploiting latent anti-
imperiali~m and anti-U,S, sentiments. In the event of disastrous economic
collapse or a rightist coup, such a front might well emerge and take control
under extreme left-wing leadership,

Bolivian internal security forces consist of the carabineros, the uniformed
element of the national police armed mainly with obsolescent European small arms,
and a relatively efficient national security police organization of plain-
clothes men.

The Army, starved for f'unds, law in morale, lacking in discipline, poorly
trained and suffering from internal political dissension, does not have the
Government IS confidence. The small Air Force, with poor discipline and inadequate
equipment, could contribute little more than a psychological impact in the event
of insurrection. An untrained and undiscip+ined workers' militia is believed
to have armed up to 14,000 of its membe rs , Highly vulnerable to Communist sub-
version, it is the key to !nternal security in Bolivia as it is doubtful that the
Ar~J and police could successfully put down a militia-supported attempt to install
a regime of extreme leftist tendencies. The Army, police and militia together
are capable of suppressing any pro-Communist use of force provided they act in
concert. However, internecine warfare between elements of the security forces
in a crisis is a possibility~ .

It is recommended that a flexible economic assistance program be continued
as essential to Bolivian internal stability. It is also recommended that {I) the
USIS program be intensified, (2) efforts to collect intelligence ldentifytng
Communists and Communist activities be intensified and the resulting data used to
eliminate or insulate Communists and pro-Communists from positions of influence,
(3) a survey be conducted under U.S, sponsorship of the Bolivian internal security
forces, (4) u.s. training of Bolivian military personnel be continued with
emphasis on counter-intelligence, riot control and anti-guerrilla operations,
(5) consideration be given to providing engineering equipment and a limited

quantity of individual weapons in order to restore the prestige of the armed forces
as an internal security force, and (6) a program be developed to neutralize or
minimize the dangerous features of the workers f militia,



SUMHARY OF NSC ACTION 129O-d REPORT ON BRAZIL
The Communist Party of Brazil is not now capable of seizing power by force.

The danger is that political power may fall to persons who would tolerate expan-
sion of Communist influence. Many Government officials have an inadequate com-
prehension of the nature and extent of the CormntUlistmenace, and the Government
is tolerant of Communist activities including large-scale propaganda operations.

In this atmosphere, the Communist Party of Brazil has flourished, doubling
its membership in the past two years and becoming the largest and wealthiest
Communist Party in Latin America. It has infiltrated the Federal and local
governments at all levels as well as mass labor organizations and information
media. The Party program, a model for other Latin American parties, aims at the
ultimate overthrow of the present Government, with immediate objectives the stimu-
lation and exploitation of popular discontent ~nd anti-U.S. nationalism through
alliances with other groups. The Party advocates armed struggle and has publicly
served notice qf its intention to form armed detachments in the event of a
"reactdonar-y" coup.

Primary internal security forces consi$t of the separate civil police forces
of the Federal District and the 20 states and the similarly separated 21 milita-
rized police forces. There is no Federal intelligence agency capable of dealing
with Communism on a national level. The National Security Council (NSC), which
has a section to collect intelligence, has been considering establishing a
national intelligence agency to combat Communism. All police organizations are
seriously lacking in motor transport and communications equipment and are
generally inadequate in numbers, training and efficiency. The militarized police
are capable, however , of dealing with any disturbance by Communists alone.

The Army is basically an internal security conscript force with a predomi~
nantly anti-Communist officer corps. It is "Tell equipped with small arms and
light automatic weapons and is fully yapable of dealing with any problem of armed
subversion which might arise in the foreseeable future. The Navy and Air Force
could contribute to the maintenance of internal security if required, especially
in providing transport capacity to move troops.

~n summary, if under conditions of unrest and disturbance the Communists
allied themselves with other dissident groups, they could cause trouble. But if
the majority of the armed forces and the police remained loyal, they could put
down even a major revolution.

The advance of Communism in Brazil is due chiefly to international Communism
itself. Thus the most effective ~ountermeasures are those which attack Communism
directly. There exists, however, little disposition in the present Government to
adopt such measures and forecasts for the October elections hold out little hope
for the election of an energetic anti-Communist Chief Executive. In present
circumstances, there is little prospect that Brazil would accept U.S. assistance
for carrying out a thorough campaign against the Communists.

The basic recommendations* are that a vigorous anti-Communist informational
campaign be pursued by the U.S. and that discreet and informal encouragement be
given anti-Communist sentiment in the armed forces~ The desirability of continuing
U.S. efforts to assist Brazil in maintaining political and economic stability was
noted. More speci~~c recommendations call for: U.S. assistance in establishing
a National Police academy, U.S. training for police officers, visits to the U.S.
by high-ranking police officials, and U.S. assistance for an NSC National Intelli-
gence Agency.
* The oonsequencesof the recent elections are not sufficiently clear as of
November 10, 1955 to warrant changes in these recommendations.
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SUi"u·1ARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON BlJRNA

wbile Burma may be considered relctive1y stable at thia time, there exist
p)tentiC:tlthreats t.JBurma's internal security which are numerous and serious in
r:~,:'.n'8. Tw) underground Communist parties, remnants of a World Her II resistcnce
:l~.1Y, and elements of dissident minority groups still are in armed revolt against
the Government. In addition there are about 3,000 Chinese Nation::.list guerrillas
remaining on Burma's soil. Aithough the Burmese armed forces heve Bade signifi-
cant headway in subduing these rebellious elements, their eliY!lination is fer from.
complete.

Burma's 1,000 m.ile border with Communist China is not only relatively unde-
~arcated but is totally unprotected. Co~nunist cross-border subversion is a real
threat to Burma's loosely controlled border areas. Growing pro-Communist senti-
ment among Burma's 300,000 Chinese also presents a potential fifth coIumn and
assets for Communist subversive programs. The Burma Workers' and Peasants' Party
(BTtlPP)is the above-ground Burmese Communist party and faithfully attempts to
carry out international Con~unist objectives.

Facing these prob!ems is a coalition government called the Anti-Fascist Peoples
Freedom League, which is dominated b,y the Socialist Party. This Government has
been actively puppressing Comraunist pressures interne~ly, but in dealing with Com-
munist China, Burma's only potential foreign enemy, the Government has been anxi ous
to promote friendly relations. Burma's foreigp policy is avowedly neutralist and
precludes close active cooperation with the U.S. which in any way might be mis-
interpreted by her Chinese neighbors.

Burma's anti-subversive and anti-insurrectionary capabilities could be greatly
improved by advice, instruction and special equipment. The U.S, conducts no
assistance projects in Burma at this tL~e, and a formal ~IDA type of aid program
would be unacceptable to Burma. It is therefore reco~~ended that a cautious
limited program be Lmplemented to include the following:

(a) Using ostensibly commerc~al channels and civilian contract personnel,
initiate a selective program desiened to assist in improving Sino-Burmese border
patrol and counter-subversive capability by providing.,treining, and transportation
and co~~unications equipment.

(b) Screen and license for export arms and communications equipment Burma may
wish to purchase for the army and police and supply available arms desired pursuant
to the reimbursable military aid ag~eement; stimulate requests for police training
in the U.S. .

(c) ExPand courtesy training for Burm~ Army officers.

(d) Expand the Educational Exchange Pr ogr-em to provide for travel and
training of additional Burmese in U.S. '
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S1J}1MARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON CAHBODIA

Cambodia's borders and coast line are largely unprotected ~ainst in-
filtration and attack ~~d, therefore, the fall of South Viet-Nam to the
C~unists would pose a most serious potential threat to Cambodia security.
In case of serious internal trouble the Army would not now be able to main-
tain inte~nal securit1 and would not be able to guard the coast line and
frontiers against seriou~ efforts toward infiltration, much less external
aggression.

Within ~bodia the continued presence of unknown members of Viet Minh
guerrillas poses a threat to stability. In addition to a small Cot~unist
Party, Communist influence is evident in the Democratic Party, particularly
among C~bodian students newly returned from Paris who have been imbued
with Communist ideology and apparently trained in organizational techniques.
Bandit groups now operating in Cambodia are potential attractions for frus~
trated opposition leaders and for Communist exploitation. Most of the bandit
groups have rallied to the Gover~ent~ but the continuing loyalty of some of
the groups is doubtful; and if their desires are not met, they might again
become bandits.

In addition to the Army, responsibility for internal security is shared
by the national police, the municipal police, ~~d the provincial guard.
However, these internal security forces are incapable of maintaining public
safety or of combating Communist infiltration or subversion. In addition,
the Cambodian Goverpment does not fully recognize the nature and extent of
the Communist threat, both internal and external.

Because of this lack pf awareness of the Communist threat and because of
neutralist tendencies, the Cm.lbodian Government is disinclined to enter into
collective security arrangements and is even suspicious of non-Communist
neighboring countries. ~lthough recognizing the need for our dollar aid,
the CaQbodian Government is most reluctant to accept our advice or the
controls we consider necessary in order to make the aid available.

Under these conditions, progres~ in implementing recommendations
designed to correct the obvious deficiencies in Cambodia's security system
will be exceedingly slow and the best we can hope for is piecemeal imple-
mentation of these badly needed reforms. However, to make maximum progress,
the following have been recommended: (1)A program for strengthening the
internal security forces,including training and the provision of materiel
and equipment; (2) provision of materiel, equipment, and budgetary support
for the C~bodian Army, and if requested by the Cambodians, assume some
respon$lbility for assisting in the training of the Cambodian Army; and (3)
development of an information program acceptable to Cambodian sensitivities
but which will help increase Cambodian awareness of the Communist threat
and encourage Cambodian willingness and capability to meet that threat.
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S~~Y OF NBC ACTION 1290-d REPORT ON CHILE
Political and economic conditions in Chile, aggravated by unchecked

ini'lation, today give the Communists, their left wing allies, and irrespon-
sible demagogues of all political colors an opportunity to fish in troubled
waters. The Government of General Ibanez, ele~ted in 1952, has not only
been unable to cope with Chile's economic difficulties, but has also lost
a subst~~tial segment of its organized political backing.

Chilean public opinion has been largely apathetic towards Communigm
and has looked with askance upon any repression of political liberties, even
though the Communists may exploit these for their own advantage. The lbanez
Government, on the other hand, has shown an increasing awareness of the
threat to internal security and stability posed by Cammunist activities and
has taken action under the Law for the Permanent Defense of Democracy of 1948
to remove and isqlate some CQmmunist ~gitators. 1he Government has further
discouraged the use of Chile for international Co~unist meetings and has
recently passed a decree intended to prevent the election of Communists as
officials of Chilean trade unions.

The Communist party of Chile, with a strength of between 30,000 to
35,000 members, 'is well organized and maintains strong ties with the inter-
national Communist movement. It has wide influence in labor and intellectual
circles.

Chilean internal security forces co~sist of the Oirectorate General of
Investigation, an FBI-type organization within the Ministry of Interior, and
the Carabinero Corps ~f Zl,OOO men also ~der the Ministry of Interior.
The Carabiner os of Chile is a well organized force capable of maintaining
order and suppressing riots and internal disturbance.

The Chilean armed forces (~m:yl Navy and Air Force) have a combined
strength of 51,300 officers and men and could effectively support the
Carabineros in controlling riots and suppressing insurrection. These forces
are regarded as free from Comfuunist taint.

To strengthen the internal security forces of Chile, it is recommended
that high priority be giVen to the following measures: (1) Th~t the heads
of the internal security organizations of Chile (investigaciones and ~-
bineros) be invited to the United States to acquaint themselves with U.S.
inter'nal security procedures; (2) that the Chilean Directorate General of
Investigations exchange information with the internal security organizations
of the other ~erican Republics pursuant to the Cara~as Resolution; (3) that
the contra-sabotage program for the protection of strategic industrial
installations in Chile be reviewed and strengthened.
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!OP 8EeM3!

SmMARY OF 15 C ACTION 1299-4 REPORT ON FREE VIETNAM

The basic threat to the security of Free Vietnam is the strong Comnunist
"Deuccr-at.Lc Republic of Vietnam (rav) n north of the 17th Parallel. Led by
highly capable organizers experienced in Communist clandestine and open ~olitical
warfare (as many as 10,000 of whom operate south of the demarcation line), and
with a present army of 250,000 regulars, the DRV seeks to unify Vietnam under
Communist control.

Other major threats to Free Vietnam IS internal security are the sects,
though the Binh Xuyen and the BOa Hao have been reduced to nuisance scale, and
the Revolutionary Committee,

Prime Minister Diem's Government is faced essentially with a twofold
menace to internal security: (1) Satisfaction of the demands of extreme anti-
Communist nationalists would forfeit French support for the National Army,
whereas failure to do so might.cost Diem a large measure of popular support;
and (2) refusal to consult with the Viet Minh on elections might cause the
Communists to exeroise their capability for both covert and overt operations
designed to s~bjugate Free Vietnam, whereas proceeding with elections would
probably result in a Communist victory at the polls, since there appears to be
no method of guaranteeing that such elections would be held under genuinely free
conditions in the North.·

None of the police organizations is presently capable of performing its
internal security mission. Until such time as loyal, efficient national and
local police forces can be constituted, principal reliance must be placed on
the Vietnamese National Army (152,000, including sects awaiting integration) to
maintain interwl security. The French garrison is to be reduced to 30,000 in
November, to 20,000 in December, and it may level off at 10,000 or be phased
out entirely. .

While the Government of Free Vietnam has been successful in surviving the
threats to its stability posed by the non-Communist sects, its resources in terms
of security forces and civil control throughout the provinces are inadequate
to meet the more serious potential tbre~t of Communist subversion. Vietnamese
forces could not at this time suppress major Viet Minh guerrilla activity, and
their ability to eliminate shadow Viet Minh control existing in certain villages
is limited.

In order to counter these threats to the internal security of Free Vietnam,
the paper recommend~ that the Uhited States do all in its power to develop
Free Vietnam's countersubversive, counter-guerrilla, and military defensive
capabilities. Specific proposals include (1) expansion of the current police
training.program, emphasizing countersubversion; (2) postpone the previously
planned reduction of the one-time 170,000 Vietnamese National Army, phasing it
down to 150,000 by June 30, 1956; and (3) continuation of Uhited States training
of the VNA appropriate to its internal security role.
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Sill'fi\1ARYOF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON GREECE
The principal security threat to Greece is the outlawed Greek Communist Party

(KKE) with about 30,000 members in Greece and about 22,500 abroad. The Party also
has about 200,000 sympathizers, as evidenced by recent elections in which 10% of
the vot •.:; has been pro-Communist. Since the end of the Communist Guerrilla Wars in
1~j49 the ;':KEhas steadily lost influence, but still presents a considerable security
threat in current subversive and intelligence activities and in its potential for
sabotage and guerrilla warfare under certain conditions. A second threat is the
repatriation from the Soviet bloc of Greeks who either fled or were abducted during
the Guerrilla Wars. So far about 3,500 of an estimated 65,000 have been repatriated.
Many of these compare life in the poor mountain villages of Northern Greece unfavor-
ably with city life in the Communi sf countries. Horeover, despite careful screening
there are undoubtedly a number of agents in this group.

The EPA Communist front political party works to undermine confidence in the
right wing Rally Government, to exploit the economic sacrifices resulting from
participation in NATO and the alleged advantages of closer ties with the Soviet
bloc. Although the FDA ~as made small headway, the serious illness of the Prime
Minister*and increasing disunity within the Rally may lead to a coalition govern-
ment with considerable EDA participation. Although the EDA appears to be following
a short range policy of achieving its objectives politicallr, it might resort to
armed action if, as a result of its increased political power, the secret military
organization IDEA should attempt a coup. In this event the Communists could
probably put up enough of a fight to require Greek Army action.

The Greek internal security forces consist Qf the Central Intelligence Service
(700) responsible to the Prime Minister, the Directorate of Al1ens (1,100), and
the security sections of the City Police and the Gendarmerie (),ooo). The Central
Intelligence Service guides and coordinates the activities of the other security
services, which in some cases overlap. By Western European standards their effi-
ciency and operating techniques are fairly good. Efficiency is reduced by po+itical
interference~ inter-service rivalry, and limited budgets. The Battalions of Home
Defense (TEA) are loosely organized civilian home guards (85,000). The Army
(105,000) is loyal, intensely patriotic, and sxperienced in guerrilla warfare. The
Navy (11,000) is adequate for coastal patrQl but is not capable of modern naval
warfare. The Air Force (14,500) is ~ small but effective close air support arm.

The Greek Government would probably be willing to accept te.chnical assistanCe
if not given at the expense of aid to the armed forces. The Greeks are proud of
their record in anti-subversion and prepared to meet ~leir NATO commitments, which
they could not do with reduced American aid. Horeover, such a reduction would
have serious adverse effects on NATO plans for Southeast Europe.

It is recommended that (1) A small 'American police mission be sent to survey
Greek security forces and make recommendations to improve counter-subversive
activities, technical equipment and facilities, and that selected officials be
invited to the United States for training; (2) That the condition of the repatriates
be followed closely and efforts be made to assist in their satisfactory settlement;
(3) That the United States assign advisers to train Government officials in the
fields of press and education in anti-Communist methods, and that a program of
publishing anti-Communist propaganda in Greek be undertaken.
* Since preparation of the country paper, Ymrshall PapagQS has died. A Rally Govern-

ment of a caretaker nature is in office until elections in the Snring of 1956.
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SUNHARY OF NSC ACTION 1290-d REPORT ON GUATEHAIA
The pro-Communist forces in Guatemala are not now capable of seizing power,

0:'"' causing substantial disruption or of taking effective paramilitary operations.
However , they are capable of espionage activities on behalf of the Soviet Union.
After the June 1954 revolt the Party went underground and while some prominent
leaders fled the country, others are unaccounted for and presumably are direct-
ing the reorganization of subversive activities.

A continuance of existing political instability and economic stagnation is
likely to permit a coalescence of civilian and military elements not committed
to the anti-Communist cause and capable of overthrowing the Castillo regime.
If successful in seizing power, such a group might well open the door for the
return of the pro~Communist exiles and permit a resumption of their activities.
Such a development woul.d be a disastrous bloH to United States prestige.

The principal immediate threat to the regime of President Castillo ~mas
continues to come from the possibility of defection on the part of Army person-
nel, still divided by the unhealed breach between "liberation" officers and the
regular officers who served under Arbenz, thereby creating a situation whfch
could be exploited by the Communists. \-1hilethere is no evidence of Communist
infiltration it is to be recalled that the narrowly nationalistic regular Army
took no effective steps to check the growth of Communist influence in the Arbenz
government.

Principal agencies concerned with suppression of subversion are the National
Police, the Committee for National Defense Against Communism, and the military
intelligence section of the Army. The National Police is seriously deficient in
organization, training, staffing, and equipment. Its investigative capabilities
are poor, but it probably can maintain order in the face of minor disturbances.
The use of Army forces would be necessary in case of serious disorders. The
Co~nittee for 1ational Defense Against Communism, an executive agency responsible
directly to President Castillo, has not proven highly effective in uprooting the
clandestine Communist organization. The military intelligence section of the
Army is believed to have slight capabilities for controlling activities of
Communists. The loyalty to the President of the Army as a whole in the e"vent
of a crisis is problematical, as noted above.

In addition to executing United St~tes policies designed directly to reduce
political instability and improve economic conditions, the United States should
recommend that a survey be made by private yonsultants under ICA contract to
determine precise requirements for improving effectiveness of the Guatemalan
internal security forces; it should extend additional assistance to carry out
recommendations resulting from the survey to the extent considered desirable
and feasible and to expand the 1955 program for training police officers in the
United states; it should supply Guatemalan authorities with information on
Communist and other subversive activities; it should assist in improving
Guatemala's Armed Forces qualitatively.
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SUMMARY OF NSC ACTION 1290-d REPORT ON HmONESIA
There is a security threat in Indonesia principally consisting of:

1) a legal Communist Party having betueen 125,000 and 170,000 trained disci-
plirled members and front organizations possibly totalling l~ 5 million members;
2) scattered but long-standing dissident activity based on regionalism, fanatic
theocracy, and separatism; 3) characteristics of the economic and social struc-
ture which make the people amenable to anti-Western and anti-capitalist
pressures; and 4) the potentially explosive West New Guinea issue.

The Communists despite defeat in 1948 when they attempted to wrest
national leadership from Republican forces during the struggle against the
Dutch for independence, were able to exploit united front tactics during the
two-Year regime under Prime ~linister Ali. They entered the current election
in the guise of a bona fide indigenous politica+ force and in either the short
or long run, have the potential capability of exploiting nationalist sentiment,
basic economic conditions, low income levele; poor housing, foreign domination
of business and other usual Communist targets.

Pending the outcome of the first national elections when the relative
strength of political forces will have been established by democratic pro-
cesses, the present Government, in an interim capacity, has moved definitively
to improve economic conditions, to improve relations ,,11thHestern nations,
and tm.fard strengthening forces opposed to Communism.* .

Indonesian security forces, grouped together in the National Police, con-
sist of the municipal police, the Marine Police (Coast Guard), the HobUe
Brigade (a constabulary force), and the State Security Service. An investiga~
tive unit is also attached to the Attorney General's office. The police organ-
ization is in general well lead, and by Southeast Asian standards, well trained.
Experience with the Communist uprising at }hdiun in 1948 has made it alert to
the possibilities of another Conmrundst,attempt to seize power , and the Com-
munj,st movement is kept under cLose surved Llance , The "Lav•.abfddng" and
"united front:! tactics of the Communists, however, combined with the attitude
of the previous Indonesian Government, has prevented any direct repressive
measures, The armYt because its primary task is the restoration of internal
security, is a significqnt factor in any analysis of anti-subversive forces
in Indonesia. The army played the major role in stamping out the Vadiun
rebellion, and its top leadership is predominantly anti-Communist.

Determination of U.S. activities to strengthen anti-subversive elements
in Indonesia must a,.,ait the outcome of tpe Indonesian elections. In the
meantime, the programs of assistance to the Indonesian police and training
of Indonesian armed services officers in the United States at no cost to the
rnited states should be continued. Present plans call for continuation of
the rc:..;ul.:..rjolicc c.cninistr:ltion:.-orojcct:::.::::.dthe soccIcL cc.r:r:unicc.tionsand '
trc.nsport cquip::-.:cntr-roc,r['.c:.
* The results of tnis election and its consequences are not sufficiently

clear at this time (11/9/55) to warrant a revision of this estimate,
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Sm1MARY OF NSC A~T.,rt)N 1290-<1 ON IRAN

The basic internal security threat in Iran is national frustration which
results from social and economic inequities, official corruption and lack of
leadership. The Communists (Tudeh Party) have exploited this situation in the
past and m+ght do so again. The?arty's structure was df srupt ed by the repres-
sive campaign of 1953.. Although now incapable of seizing power, the Party
could rebuild itself rapidly if the security program is relaxed or if ineffect-
ive Government causes further disuni t.y

The nationalists are better able to provoke a crisis than the Tudeh.
Using a central issue (such as oil), a nationalist leader might unite the
various factions. If the Tudeh combined with resurgent nationalism, an
extremely dangerous sit1,l8.tionwould arise. Xenophobic religious elements
constitute another potential threat.

The Army, numbering 125,000, has the major responsibility for internal
security and counter-subversive activities. The Police and Gendarmerie have
extremely limited resources. The security forces are hampered by ineffective
organization and coordination, corruption, and lack of trained personnel. The
forces could suppress uprisings by the elements mentioned above, given e~fect-
ive Shah-Army cooperation. Because of the special political relationship
between the Shah and the Army, neither would favor a reduction of the Army's
internal security functions.

In add ition to general economic and technical assistance, the U.S. has
provided three police advisors on normal poliye functions. The ar~ed forces
have been assisted with end items and defense support to build the~ to their
present level. Information programs are atte~pting to build up the prestige
of the Jhah and the Army.

The Government is pro-Vestern and anti-C9mmunist, but because of internal
rivalries is experiencing difficulty in executing a consistent pr-ograr-, The
key role is played by the Shah, who wants greatly increased military aid to
enable his forces to play an effective part in a regional defense organization.

Since insecurity stems from underlying national conditions, Iran should
be urged to move ahead on refonn and development, seek a modus-vivendi with
constructive nationalist elements, exert control over xenophobic reli~ious
elements and intensify anti-subversive measures in the Hinistries of Justice
and Education.

TheU.S. should urge and assi~t Iran to establish a coordinating unit,
based on the ~rmy G-2, responsiblo to theShah and designed to coordinate
the activities of the various counter-subversive services.
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SUMHARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON IRAQ

The Communtst Party in Iraq has been outlawed since 1927; in 1954 two
lr-:1t. organizations were similarly banned. Diplomatic relations with the USSR
v.cre xuspended in January 1955. Despite these severe measures the Comrnunist
Party, with an estimated strength of 2,000 in a population of 5,000,000 carries
on successfully an underground activity designed to exert influence on left-
wing groupings, to infiltrate the government and the Ar~ and to keep open its
channels of communications. A disproportionate number of Party members are re-
cruited from the Kurdish minority (about 800,000) in the nort.h,

rhe Communist Party does not, however, under present restrictive measures,
jeopardize the present political organization of the country. Police forces
and national military forces seem capable of containing and meeting any threat
to i;1ternal securi.ty •.

The Iraqi Police, organized b.1 the Briti~h along colonial police lines,
with BrLtd sh advisers and equipment, is by area standards fair. It suffers
from poor pay and public apathy. The most effective branch is the Criminal
Investigation Division (cro) which appears to have penetrated the Communist
Party. Police forces are capable of discovering and countering Significant
subversive activity, but military interventiQn might be required to meet simul-
taneous demonstrations in a~ one city.

Top leadership and the state of indi vidual and small unit t:raining in the
Army is good. The Army is loyal to the Crown and satisfactorily equipped for
internal secUrity problems.

The United States h~ contributed technical assistance to Iraq's large-
scale national development prog:ram. Emppasis 9n the program has been on long
range plans, rather than on short-term Impact, projects wh;i.chmight make a more
immediate contribution to internal security objectives.

u ~ S. military assistance to Iraq is designed to equip two combat divisions.
The technical and military assistance p:rograms are supplemented by ~nformational
and educational exchange activities which seek to explain U. S. policies and
encourage support by significant political leaders.

Recognizin~ that responsible political opinion in Iraq is alive to the
communist menace, that Iraq's depressed economic conditions can be exploited
by the commupists, and that its internal security forces require strengthening,
it is proposed that (1) the U. S. seek increased opportunities to ensure Iraqi
awareness of the Communist threat; (2) the Iraqi police force be strengthened;
(3) U. S. assistance be offered in the field of penal reform; (4) the U. S.
consider more emphasi s on short, .•.range impact projects in programming technical
assistance economic programs; anq (5) priority in the military assistance
program be given to those units appropriate to the internal security function
of the armed forces.
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SUMIv1ARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON KOREA
Co~~unist subversion in the ROK is a potential threat rather than an immediate

danger. There ere no known organized subversive forces or activities. The ROK
Gover-rzterrt and its people are strongly anti-Communist. Non-Communist opposition to
the ROK administration is weak in number and its capabilities are limited by
internal disunity and the strict watchfulness of the Government.

However, there are limited potential Communist subversive assets in the ROK,
including remnants of the former Communist underground and Communist sympathizers
who survived the Korean war in ~he ROK: relatives and associates of Leftist intel-
lectuals who fled north during the war; refugees from north Korea now in south
Korea who are potentially exploitable because of their friends and relatives in
north Korea; and Pm-fs released by the ROK in south Korea. In addition, there is
some dissatisfaction with the authoritarian ROK Government and with the economic
situation.

In a s~tuation of politic~l chaos which might result from President Rhee's
death, or should there be a serious deterioration in the economic situation, the
Communists might be able to exploit these limited potential assets. Even in these
circumstances, however, Communist exploitation could not immediately create a
serious internal threat and some time would be required for the Communists to build
up their strength and influence.

ROK internal security forces consist of the National Police, the Army Counter
Intelligence Corps, the Joint Provost Harshal Command, the Kyungmudae Police
(President Rhee's private police and investigative force) and an intelligence
section in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In addition to considerable corruption
and maladministration in these internal security forces, ~hey are deficient in
counter-espionage and counter-intelligence techniques. There is no coordination
between various counter-subversive agencies and between various elements within
individual agencies. No central files or registry on subversives is maintained;
there is virtually no understanding of the sec~ity requirements of counter-
espionage and counter~intelligence operations apd these security forces lack
adequate technical equipment. Should the internal security forces fail to cope
with a serious threat, however, the armed forces would be more than adequate to
maintain internal security.

In view of the lack of an immediate threat of subversion and of the deliberate
policy of the ROK Government of maintaining several competing internal security
organizations, it is doubtful that the ROK can be persuaded to make genuine efforts
to reorganize individual internal security agencies or to unite or coordinate their
activities. Therefore, it has been recommended tPat assistance to the ROK to
control subversive activities be confined to: (1) establishing a U.S. police ad-
visory group of 5 to 10 men to the ROK National Police to replace the present Army
Advisory Group, (2) provision of limited technical equipment, particularly that
type associated with CE and CI operations or for police coro~unications, and (3)
police training in the U.S. for selected members of the Nat~onal Police.
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SUMMARY OF NSC ACTION 1290-d REPCRT ON LAOS
Although Laos' position bordering Red China and Viet Ni..nh-controlledNorth

Vi et=Nam makes it exceedingly vulnerable to external Communist aggression, the
chief Lmmedd.at.e threat is the internal one posed by the Pathet Lao, logistical-
ly supported as well as politically directed by the Viet IvIinh. Armed strength
of this group, which in violation of the Geneva Agreement on the Cessation of
Hostilities in Laos refuses to permit the restoration of Royal Government ad-
ministration in two northern provinces, is estimated at 6,000 troops, organized
into 13 battalions. Small Viet Minh cadres are stationed in all Pathet Lao
uni ts presumably for the purpose of training and advising the Pathet Lao and of
assuring that high-level Viet l~nh orders are strictly executed, and in addi-
tion Viet Hinh troops tactically in place across the border in adjacent Viet
Minh territory could be quickly deployed to Laos if necessary. Apart from
their concentrated strength, the Pathet Lao have a subversive capability in
the form of (1) a cellular organization and arms caches; (2) overt political
activity in the forthcoming 1955 elections; and (3) exploitation of the naive
good-will of Lao leaders and politicians. It is believed that the Pathet Lao
will not resort to violence but will continue their efforts to gain control of
Laos by "peaceful" means.

To counter the internal security threat, Laos has (1) police forces
(National Police and National Gendarmerie) totaling approximately 1,000 men;
and (2) a National A~ of 25,000 regular troops and 4,000 National Guard,
which is totally dependent upon the United States for financial support and
upon the French for training, actual direction of Army administration, and
advice in operations. while the Lao Army is ~apable of preventing any expan~
sion by force of Pathet Lao territory as long as large-scale Viet Hinh support
is not given the Pathet Lao, it could not now regain control over the two
northern provinces. Police forces are incapable of countering-concerted
Communist efforts at infiltration or subversion.

In the light of Laos' present inability successfully to ccmbat the grave
Communist threat to its internal sepurity, the paper recommended: (1) immedi-
ate implementation of the April 1955 Engl.e-Page police program at a cost to
the U~ S. of about $4,000,000 annually (increasing combined police and gen-
darmerie strength from 1,000 to 4,000 over a two.,.yearperiod, training this
personnel in civil police duties and paramilitary techniques, providing the
service with greater mobility and a radio commu,nications system, furnishing
necessary arms, ammunition; and equipment and making available u. S. technical
assistance in police administration andpaI~litary training, communications,
and counterintelligence); (2) reduction of the Army to the U.S.-recommended
23,650 force level with a concomitant build-up of police serVices; and (3)
establishment of a small civilian group in Vientiane (the Geneva Agreement
precludes formation of a MAAG) to supervise U. S. financial assistance to the
Lao armed forces.

In addition, in order to hold and possibly regain the two disputed
provinces, the paper recommended that Royal forces in the area continue to be
discreetly reinforced; that covert arme~ support be furnished selected tribal
elements and other local c11n.lians, and that diplomatic pr-esaire on the
Communists be exerted by ever.y feasible means.
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SlJMNARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON PAKISTAN

Hhile subversive elements and capabilities in West Pakistan are insignificant,
'Sast })~'k:~tanis politically unstable and particularly susceptible to subversive
':::'';:'01'"('-'. ~he Commurrisba in East Pakistan constitute a significant threat to
stability within this area and indirectly to the national government. Continued
political instability and further rel~xation of security measures will enable the
Communist Party in East Pakistan to instigate serious disruptive activities although
it is not capable of attempting a seizure of power in its own name or through the
front organizations ,.]hichit currently controls.

The two primary internal security forces within Pakistan are: (1) the pro-
vincial rolice and constabul~~ forces; (2) the Pakistan Army. The maintenance of
public order and safety in Pakistan is primarily a function of the provincial
governments. However, the Central Government has extensive latent powers that can
be exercised in cases of emergencies and in addition controls through it;3 appointees
all senior posts in the provincial police organizations. The Civil Police are not
usually armed, police training is generally inadequate and little technical equip-
ment is available to police forces. In the event of a communist-inspired uprising,
the army could intervene effectively to prevent its success.

,,~

The ruling group in Pakistan, which has the support of the two principal forces
for stability--the Militm-y and Civil Services--see~s close cooperation with the U •.
S. and favors a policy of economic development and a strengthening of Pakistan's
military forces. If this group can retain its present power there will be little
likelihood of Co~munist power or influence reaching significant proportions. How-
ever, &~ong others the following basic factors within Pakistan militate agaipst the
establishment of internal stability and thus favor communist exploitation: (1) the
undeveloped sense of national unitYi (2) the absence of effective political leaders
and parties with organized popular support; (3) the poverty of the masses.

The object~ve of U.S. aid programs to Pakistan is to help meet deficits in its
ecor.omy ~hile at the same time helping it to develor so that it can both carry the
burden of its military establis~~ent and achieve an L~proved standard of living. In
view of the explicit U.S. commitment to Pakistan respecting its military forces, any
proposal to divert military aid to police or constabulary-type forces will be
strongly resisted. Conversely, Pakistan !'Iillprobably continue to press for addi-
tional military assistance on the erounds thnt it should be counted on to suprly
troops for Ivlidc1leEast def'erise ,

The U.S. should continue its economic and military assistance programs for
Pakistan. It is believed the chances for stability in Pakistan ~ould be enhanced
if a revision of U.S. aid could reduce the fiscal burden ~hich present plans L~pose
upon the P~~isten Government. It is recommended that a reappraisal of over-all U.S.
aid programs for Pakistan be tmdertaken wi thin the limits of our present commitment
to Pakistan but taking into consideration such factors as the advantage accruing to
the U.S. from Pakistan's adherence to the West, ~nd the results of the survey
recently requested by the OCB to determine the economic implications of carrying
out existing plans for Pakistan's military forces. The United States should
encourage Pakistan to make certain improvements in its internal secnrity organiza-
tions and the methods employed therein and should give technical e- ,'; ,,' :.. : ,-,:i~.C (_, ;,'1"-
Govern~ent of Pakistan to establish a national police ncapemy.
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SU}1MARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON THE PHILIPPI~~S

The Communist threat to Philippine internal security comes primarily
f'rc.:subver-s.L ve activi ty led by the Philippine Communist Party (PKP). The
success of the Philippine Army and the political strength of Pr-e sf.derrt
j·ragsaysayamong the peasants have combined in recent years to reduce the
strength of the P~'s military arm from about 12,000 to about 1,000, vith
party members and sympathizers proportionately reduced to a figure of about
25,000, mostly in Central Luzon. The Party includes a small n~~ber of over-
seas Chinese and receives so~e financial support from them. The PKP has
been held to be an illegal association by several court decisions, but there
is no legislation spec.Lf'Lca.l.Ly outlawing the Party.

Although the Philippine Army has the lav and order sit~ation ~~der good
control in all but a fev small localities in Luzon, it is pos~ible that failure
of the Hagsaysay administration to produce an honest and efficient Government
capable of making progress tovard the solution of the peasants' economic and
social problems might lead to a new upsurge of pro-Communist feeling and
support. Such a situation would be especially dangerous if associated with
an increase in neutralist feeling in the Philippines and with mounting resent-
ment from the overseas Chinese as a result of discrimination against them
which is now increasing.

~he Philippine internal security forces consist of local and mur4cipal
police, the Philippine Constabulary, the National Bureau of Investigation
(t~BI), the National Intel1igence Coordinating Agency (NICA), and the !filitary
Intelligence Service • The Philippine Constabulary is the basic police organi-
zation of the country, and is expected to take over the maintenance of law and
order from the P~my as rapidly as remaining areas of CommUnist influence are
eliminated and as personnel strength will permit. The Constabulary's strength
will be increased from its present 6,900 to 10,000 in or0er to expedite this
development. The agencies primarily concerned with control of subversive
activity, the NBI; the NICA and the Nilitary Intelligence Service, suffer from
lack of coordination, while the local and municipal police forces are neither
equipped nor trained to do any significant investigative work.

It is recommended that steps be taken to encourage the develoFment of
the NICA as the principal Philippine intelligence agency. Under the NICA's
direction the NEI should be improved and expanded to permit it to carry out
effective counter-subversive investigation with the assistance of the Constabu-
lary and municipal police, both of which will require further training to
perform their functions, The ,~litary Intelligence Service should be reori-
ented to place primary attention upon counter-intelligence pi (;hh~ the armed
forces and on the activities of the military arm of the PKP. In order to
remove the Philippine Army from internal law and order operations, the .axpan-
sion of the Constabulary to a strength of 10,000 men should be accelerated.
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SUMJ1ARY OF IJSC ACTION l290-d REPORT ON SYRIA

The primary security threat in Syria arises from inherent instability of the
government, a characteristic of all Syrian governments in recent years, and thinly
veiled intervention in her internal affairs by at least five states--Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, USSR and France. Coups d'etat, political assassinations, armed
uprisings and threats of armed foreign intervention are ch~acteristics of the
situation. Apathy toward con~unism is another.

The ;~ab Socialist Resurrectionist Farty (ASRF) , a left wing party, possesses
the greatest direct subversive strength in Syria because of its following Within
the army, its strength in Par-Liamerrt and its relationship ,,,ith opportunistic
poli tical independents in key l--ti.nistries.The ASRP has been significantly infil-
trated by the Co~~unist Party of Syria which together with that of Lebanon is the
best organized and best led commum e't party in the Ar-ab world.

The gendarmerie and police are generally inefficient and both the positive and
the counter-espionage services lack trained personnel and continuity of leadership.
The army nmnQers 35;200. Junior officers spread party doctrine without effective
interference fram senior staff officers.

The Syrian communist organization is not sufficiently strong to take over the
government and, in fact, does not appear to have seizure of power as an immediate
objective. Rather it seeks to destroy national unity, support Soviet policies,
oppose Western policies and exacerbate Near Eastern tensions. However) given a
continuance of the last year's trends, there is real danger that Syria may fall
largely under ASRP control either through a coup d'etat or a gradual increase in
political strength. In either case this would result in an extension of communist
influence. l'1eanwht Le , of all the Arab states, Syria is the most wholeheartedly
devoted to a neutralist policy with strong anti-Western overtones. If the trend
continues, there is strong possibility that a copununist-dominated Syria "Jill result,
threatening the peace and stability of the area and endangering the achievements
of U.S. objectives in the Near East.

The U.S. extends no military, economic or technical assistance to Syria.. It
has a smal.I information program and a small exchange of persons program. Recom-
mendations: Since no government that the Syrians themselves are likely to inste.l1
will take effective action against communist subversion even if internal security
forces are strengthened and since the strengthening of such forces might in fact
serve to perpetuate undesirable governments in Syr-La, the U.S. should make no at-
tempt to strengthen Syria's internal security forces. The OCB Working Group con-
cerned should give priority consideration to developing courses of action in the
Near Eas t designed to affect the situation in Syria and to r-ecommend Lng specific
steps to combat communi st, subversion. Upon subsequent establishment of a firm
program, contingency aid programs should be prepared and held in readiness.

this 1290-£ country
(N.B. Since/rerort was completed in July 1955, the election of a net••.presi-

dent, the formation of a new cabinet (albeit a weak one), and other developments
have reduced the drift to the left at least temporarily even though a basic
instability remains which makes the country more vulnerable to communist control
than any other Arab State).
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SUMMARY OF NSC ACTION l290-d RI~PORr ON TP~ILA}ID

i

Thailand lies athwart the route of further Communist movement southward.
The primary threat to its secuIity is the subversive and aggressive forces of
Conmurrist Chi.na and North Vietnam. Only the relatively weak nations of Burma
and laos separate Thailand from Communist countries.

The ruling coup group doe s not at this time face any significant internal
challenge to its authority b.Y COmmunists or other opposition elements, The
potential threat of Communist subversion is recognized by Thai leaders and they
are taking active coun termeasures , The weaknesses lie in the inefficiency and
venality of officials and cumbersome trial procedures. rap Thai military-
political leaders, however, have always found means to deal with persons they
consider a threat.

Internal security is maintained by both the Police and Milita~ Forces.
The Arrry, hot.•ever, may not operate within 25 kms , of Thailand's border under
treaty.

The Thai Police are reasonably capable of detecting subversives; they are
fu~ly capable of apprehending and detaining those so identified. They can
handle riots and localized disturbances, and are reasoqably capable of prevent-
ing border infiltrations. The Police wo~d require assistance from the Army to
suppress widespread guerrilla activity, which is unlikely at this time. Under
present circumstances, the effort required to bring about an armed uprising or
widespread paramilitary activity could not take pla¥e without detection by the
Police, who could then undertake preventive action. The Thai Army is capable
of fulfilling its internal security role and of serving as a deterrent to
small-scale aggression. Neither the Army nor the Police are subject to Com~
munist influence at this time. The effectiven~ss of the Ar~ is limited by
lack of initiative, incompetence, and political involvement of senior officers.

The numbers and character of Thai internal security forces exceed the
norms for effective maintenance of internal security against current and fore-
seeable requirements. Consideration of other bases for justification of forces
in excess of those needed for internal security; e~g., to deter or retard ex-
ternal aggression, to contribute to collective regional security, or for covert
psychological or political reasons is beyond the purview of this report.

This report recommends that the U, S. review its current and projected
programs in Thailand in order to define clearly the basis for supporting forces
in excess of internal security requirements considering carefully the possible
disadvantages which might outweigh any economy realized b.Y the reduction of such
forces.

Any proposals or plans to reduce current or projected D. s. programs in
support of internal security forces in Thailand must be carefully weighed. The
U. S. aided in the development of these forces at a time when there appeared to
be a greater threat than can be discerned at present. Accordingly, the reduc-
tion of Thai forces to the estimated level adequate solely to r~intain internal
security would lead to serious misinterpretations not only in Thailand but
throughout SEA and could possibly stimulate Communist activities in that region.
In visvT of the current "peaceful co-existence" climate, a major downward revi-
sion of the U. S. program might be interpreted as a softening of U. s. attitude
toward Communist China thereby inducing Thailand toward the neutralism which
alreaqy has a strong appeal throughout Southeast Asia.
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TO NSC ACTION 1290-d

ANNEX C
LIST OF COUNTRY REPORTS
(Previously Distributed)

Revised Pages Revised Pages
Date of Trans- Transmitted Transmitted
r.ittnl Meno to Date Board By Memo Dated By Memo Dated

Cou:ltry OCL Noted Renort 10/1,/55 11/10/55
Afghanistan 10/11/55 10/19/55 .£! 1,6,7,8,9
Eo.l i v.l.a 7/8/55 10/19/55 8 & 9
Brazil 8/23/55 8/31/55 .1:/ 6,8,10,11 1,10,11
Iiurw.a 7/8/55 7/13/55 ¥ 1,7,8
Cambodia 6/17/55 6/29/55 12/ 1 - 10
Chile 8/4/55 8/24/55 .0/ 1,7,8
Greece 8/4/55 8/24/55 sf 1,2,6,7,9, 1,10,12;

11,12,13 Delete 13
Guatemala 6/15/55 6/1/55 s/

(Final Version)
Indonesie. 10/11/55 10/19/55 sJ 1,4,12,13
Iran 9/6/55 9/14/55 9,10,12,15
Iraq 6/27/55 7/6/55
Korea 9/23/55 9/28/55 121 1,6,8,9
Laos 6/10/55 6/22/55
Pakistan 7/15/55 7/27/55 8,9,10,11
Philippines 6/17/55 6/29/55
Syria 6/27/55 7/13/55
Thailand 9/6/55 9/14/55 9,13,14
Vietno..rn(Free)9/1)/55 9/21/55
!};/ Concurred in as an Internal Security Annex to Outline Plan of

Operations for Guatemala.
£/ Concurred in by the Board on November 16, 1955.
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